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Image Processing by a Programmable Grid
Comprising Quantum Dots and Memristors
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Abstract—Real-time vision systems require computationally in-
tensive tasks which often benefit greatly from fast and accurate
feature extractions. Resistive grid-based analog structures have
been shown to perform these tasks with high accuracy and added
advantages of compact area, noise immunity, and lower power con-
sumption compared to their digital counterparts. However, these
are static structures and can only perform one type of image pro-
cessing task. In this paper, an analog programmable memristive
grid-based architecture capable of performing various real-time
image processing tasks such as edge and line detections is pre-
sented. The unit cell structure employs 3-D confined resonant tun-
neling diodes that are called quantum dots in this paper for signal
amplification and latching, and these dots are interconnected be-
tween neighboring cells through nonvolatile continuously variable
resistive elements that are more popularly known as memristors. A
method to program memristive connections is introduced and ver-
ified through circuit simulations. Various diffusion characteristics,
edge detection, and line detection tasks have been demonstrated
through simulations using a 2-D array of the proposed cell struc-
ture and analytical models have been provided.

Index Terms—Cellular neural networks, image processing,
memristors, resonant tunneling devices (RTDs).

I. INTRODUCTION

F EATURE extraction is a fundamental task in vision sys-
tems as extracted features provide bases for correlation.

In digital general purpose processors, many image processing
applications require an immense number of operations per sec-
ond, albeit these applications do not require floating point accu-
racy [11]. Use of fast, simple, and relatively accurate extraction
systems in vision machines directly reduces the processing time
and required iterations. The main processor element can thereby
rely on the reduced dataset that provides quality information on
the extracted features for decision making.

Inherent parallel processing capabilities of cellular nonlin-
ear network (CNN)-based architectures make them an efficient
platform for various image processing tasks [1], [2]. Real-time
operation provides fast processing times, and local connections
provide simplicity, scalability, and power efficiency for VLSI
implementations [15]. Therefore, much effort has been put into
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developing novel methods and finding adequate CNN templates
to perform detail extraction tasks in vision systems, such as
edge detection [16]–[18] which benefit greatly from immense
parallelism and computational efficiency.

Resistive grid-based architectures are shown to provide sim-
ple yet efficient ways to perform many image processing tasks
and motion detection, and they are simple forms of CNNs [1].
Additional advantages including compact area, noise immu-
nity, and lower power consumption compared to digital com-
putation structures, make them attractive for researchers. They
are also relatively insensitive to mismatches in component val-
ues in VLSI chips [12]. However, most of the resistive grid-
based architectures in the literature are static application spe-
cific structures and do not have the functional flexibility of
their digital counterparts. Therefore, novel methods and devices
should be introduced in these architectures to achieve functional
versatility.

Resonant tunneling diodes (RTDs) have been employed in
many applications including various CNN architectures due to
their negative differential resistance (NDR) and fast switching
characteristics. In [9], RTDs have been introduced as variable
resistors to introduce versatility and compactness to CNN unit
cells. In [10], a CNN architecture employing RTDs is investi-
gated for its operation and it is shown that RTDs support fast
settling times for various image processing applications.

Memristors have recently attracted significant attention in var-
ious applications after Hewlett–Packard research labs revealed
that memristance can be observed in nanoscale thin film de-
vices [6]. The significance of these devices arises from the fact
that they can retain their resistive state even when power is turned
OFF, displaying nonvolatility and they might enable scaling be-
yond CMOS technology limits. The variable resistance charac-
teristics of these devices are proposed to be utilized in ultradense
crossbar memories [13], configurable logic applications, and as
synaptic connections in neuromorphic architectures [14]. They
have also been used for carrying out image processing tasks
which benefit from their nonlinearity and adaptive characteris-
tics [19]. Most of these applications could benefit from the use
of memristors more if these devices show properties of long-
term stability of resistive states and little or no degradation of
these states when the values stored in these devices are read.
Fabrication results reported in [22] indicate the observation of
diode-like behavior in amorphous Silicon (a-Si) devices which
are undisturbed when the voltages across the devices are below
a certain threshold and can retain their states more than 4 years
at room temperature.

In this paper, a memristive grid-based architecture which im-
proves the velocity tuned filter architecture proposed by our
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group [4] is presented. It is demonstrated that when memristive
connections are incorporated, various diffusion characteristics
are obtained, and the proposed architecture can be programmed
for different image processing applications such as edge de-
tection and line detection providing flexible analog processing
environment that can perform various tasks. In addition RTDs
are utilized to provide high speed signal detection and ampli-
fication. A method to program memristive connections in four
directions is also proposed and demonstrated.

In Section II, information on RTDs and memristors are pro-
vided and the proposed unit cell structure is introduced. In
Section III, a method to program memristive connections in
array configuration is demonstrated. Analytical bases for edge
detection and line detection operations are provided in Section
IV, and simulations verifying these operations are presented in
Section V.

II. PROPOSED ARCHITECTURE

A. Memristor Model

Memristor is the fourth fundamental circuit element which
relates charge with magnetic flux as described by Chua in [20].
HP research labs revealed in [6] that two terminal thin-film-
based devices can exhibit memristive behavior.

As laid out in [6], these devices can be modeled as a combi-
nation of two series variable resistors, with one of the resistors
having a high-dopant concentration, thus having low resistance
and the other having a low-dopant concentration, thus having
high resistance. Application of a voltage across the terminals of
the memristive device triggers dopant drift. Depending on the
voltage polarity, the width of the doped region can increase or
decrease. As the width of the doped region increases, conduc-
tance increases and as it decreases, conductance decreases.

Therefore, the total resistance of the memristor can be ex-
pressed as

R =
w

D
RON +

(
1 − w

D

)
ROFF (1)

where w is the width of the doped region, D is the total length
of the thin film, RON is the lowest resistance when w = D, and
ROFF is the highest resistance when w = 0. When the current
is passed through the device, the width of the doped region, w
changes. The rate of change of w with time is

dw(t)
dt

= μv
RON

D
i(t) (2)

where μv is the dopant mobility and i(t) is the current passing
through the device.

The above model presented by HP labs is a linear model
and does not account for the nonlinearities that are present in
most fabricated devices due to second-order boundary effects
seen at thin film edges. The movement of the boundary between
doped and undoped regions is greatly hindered when the width
of the doped region approaches device limits (i.e., w = 0 or
w = D) [21]. After including the boundary effects, the model

Fig. 1. RTD I−V curve. The red line corresponds to the bias level. The
intersections of the two lines represent the stable operating points.

expression becomes

dw(t)
dt

= μv
RON

D
i(t)f(x) (3)

where f(x) is the window function modeling the nonlinear
dopant drift. This function is an estimation of nonlinearity and
depends on the specific device behavior. A sample function is
provided in [21].

The actual switching characteristics, namely switching delay,
of memristors depend on material properties, device dimensions,
and biasing voltage.

In the proposed architecture, memristive connections based
on this model are adopted to provide programmability for
the realization of different characteristics including isotropic,
anisotropic symmetrical, and asymmetrical diffusion in grid ar-
chitecture giving way to various spatiotemporal filter implemen-
tations.

A SPICE model [7] based on this memristor model is adapted
to carry out circuit simulations.

B. Resonant Tunneling Diode Model and Biasing

RTDs have been employed in many circuit applications utiliz-
ing their fundamental characteristic of NDR. NDR implies that
for certain range, the increase in applied voltage across an NDR
device will result in decreased current through it, indicating
increased resistance with increased voltage.

RTD conductance is determined by two mechanisms: the first
mechanism is resonant tunneling, which provides the NDR char-
acteristic, and the other mechanism is diode conduction.

The NDR property of the RTD I-V characteristics is shown
in Fig. 1 utilizing the physics-based model laid out in [8]. The
RTD current JRTD(V ) is given by

J1(V ) =
qm ∗ kTΓ

4π2�3 in

(
1 + e(EF −Er +n1 qV /2)/kT

1 + e(EF −Er −n1 qV /2)/kT

)

∗
(

π

2
+ arctan

(
Er − n1qV/2

Γ/2

))
(4)
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J2(V ) = H
(
en2 qV /kT − 1

)
(5)

JRTD(V ) = J1(V ) + J2(V ) (6)

where J1(V ) is the current due to resonant tunneling and J2(V )
is the diode conduction current. EF is the Fermi energy, Er is
the resonant level energy, Γ is the resonant width, n1 and n2 are
empirical model parameters. q,m∗, k, T, � are electron charge,
effective mass, Boltzmann constant, absolute temperature, and
reduced Planck constant, respectively. V is the voltage across
the device.

The main advantage of the NDR characteristic becomes ap-
parent when RTD is biased with a static current source. If current
magnitude of the source is selected such that it intersects RTD
I-V curve in three places as shown in Fig. 1, two stable volt-
age points are obtained. This result indicates that for the same
amount of current passing through RTD, the voltage across it
can take two stable values which correspond to the lowest and
highest voltage intersection points. RTD does not stabilize in the
middle intersection point, since any small disturbance causes it
to switch to one of the outer intersection points.

The bistable characteristic of this structure can be utilized to
build voltage level detectors since any voltage below switching
threshold results in stabilizing in the low state, and any volt-
age above threshold results in stabilizing in high state. RTD
switching threshold can be approximated as

V thRTD =
Vpeak + Vvalley

2
(7)

where Vpeak and Vvalley are the peak and the valley voltages of
the RTD, respectively.

When used in the detection mode, as the system starts all the
RTDs are biased to the low-voltage state, and a controlled dis-
turbance toward a higher voltage results in the RTDs stabilizing
at the higher stable level, allowing the detection and locking of
the signal state.

C. Unit Cell Structure

Fig. 2(a) shows the proposed unit cell structure. It is composed
of memristors to provide resistive connections to neighboring
cells, diodes to introduce unidirectionality to these connections,
and RTDs to detect and latch signal levels. The proposed cell
has an input node denoted by In,m , a center node Cn,m , and an
output node On,m . The input is driven by voltage signals that
correspond to the pixel intensity level which can be generated
by a photodetector.

Four memristors are connected to the center nodes of the unit
cell and its neighbors, making the center node voltage a function
of the center node voltages of the neighboring cells. Resistances
of memristor connections determine how much neighbors’ cen-
ter voltages contribute to the center voltage of the cell. Series
diodes allow current in one direction separating how outputs of
the two neighboring cells affect each other. The output node is
isolated from the center node by a diode providing a voltage
barrier equal to the diode threshold. RTDs enable detection and
latching of output signals. When biased with a current source,
RTDs initially settle at the lower stable voltage. When the volt-

Fig. 2. (a) Proposed memristive cell. (b) Top view of the memristive pro-
cessing array. A unit cell is highlighted in red. Red and green lines denote
programming connections to access transistors.

age level on the center node goes above detection threshold,
RTDs settle at the higher stable voltage. Two stable states pro-
vide a binary output. The detection threshold is equal to the sum
of the diode threshold and the switching threshold of the RTD.

Fig. 2(b) shows unit cells connected in a 2-D array fashion. A
top view for a 4× 4 sample processing array is provided to show
the neighboring connections. The unit cell shown in Fig. 2(a)
is highlighted in red. In order to program certain functionalities
in the array, the memristor resistances need to be altered. The
Green lines in Fig. 2(b) indicate the programming connections to
the cells. Each green connection denotes programming-enable
signal and voltage driver connections. Access transistors are
used to isolate the connections during normal array operations.
Programming connections can also be made to share the same
connections as cell inputs, thus reducing number of access tran-
sistors if the input resistances are designed to be small at the
expense of increased programming time or increased program-
ming voltages due to voltage drop across the input resistor.
Connections shown in red and blue as well as access transistors
are needed during cell erase to bypass reverse-biased diodes.
During erase operation voltage polarity across the memristor is
reversed.

III. PROGRAMMING MEMRISTIVE CONNECTIONS

To be able to implement different processing tasks in the
same array, we need a procedure to program the resistances of
the memristive connections.

Fig. 3 shows the programming flow for an N×N array. Pro-
gramming is performed in four directions (left-to-right, right-to-
left, top-to-bottom, and bottom-to-top) one direction at a time.
Programming of the whole array is completed in four passes
across the array in different directions to change the resistances
of memristors in these directions. While a pass is being made
in one direction, the resistances are set in a column by column
fashion. Programming in this fashion reduces the total required
time significantly compared to programming every memristors
in the array individually. The duration and voltage amplitude of
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Fig. 3. Array programming flow.

Fig. 4. Programming in one direction. The green lines indicate the low-voltage
level (0 V); other colors indicate altered high voltage levels. The different
colors of memristors indicate different final resistances. (a) Array in initial state.
(b) Programming started in left to right direction. (c) Programming of first
column of memristors completed in left to right direction. (d) Programming
of all memristors completed in left to right direction. (e) Programming of first
column of memristors completed in right to left direction. (f) Memristor array
after all memristors are programmed in all directions.

the write pulses determine the resistance to be stored in mem-
ristors.

Within one direction, same voltage amplitudes and pulse du-
rations are used. However, pulse characteristics can be changed
in different directions to program different resistances, hence to
program different functionalities to the array.

A sample programming operation in the left to right direction
is shown in Fig. 4. All the memristors in the array are initially
at the low-resistance state. The programming begins by setting
the first column write voltage to high (indicated with a red line)
and the remaining columns (indicated with a green line) to low
(0 V in our implementation).

In this configuration the first column of memristive con-
nections observe a nonzero voltage difference across, whereas
the remaining connections observe zero-voltage difference. In

Fig. 5. Programming in one direction in a 4 × 4 array. (a) Programming
voltages. (b) Memristor resistances in the same row.

the first column, only half of the memristive connections are
programmed due to the fact that half of the series diodes are
forward-biased conducting high currents, and the other half are
reverse biased.

Once the resistances of the first column memristors reach
the desired level, the second column write voltage is set to high,
making the voltage difference across these memristors zero, thus
stopping their programming. The rise of the voltage levels on the
second column in turn causes the voltage difference across the
next column memristors to be nonzero. Once these memristors
reach the desired resistance, the next column’s voltage is raised.
This process is repeated until all the memristors in the selected
direction are programmed.

When programming in the selected direction is completed,
another direction is selected and the same process is repeated
in this new direction. The use of different voltages or change
of voltage raise-durations result in programming of different
resistances in this direction.

In Fig. 5(a), sample left-to-right direction programming volt-
ages to the memristor array are shown. As described earlier,
write voltages are applied per column basis. Voltage levels are
increased with same time intervals. Fig. 5(b) shows how the re-
sistances of the memristive connections change. The program-
ming scheme succeeds in tuning all the memristors in the same
direction to the same resistive state.

In order for our proposed method to be feasible, two critical
requirements must be met: the first requirement is that mem-
ristors should be able to be programmed even when there is a
forward-biased diode connected in series. The second require-
ment is that the resistive state of the memristor should not change
or should change negligibly when there is a reverse-biased diode
connected in series.
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Fig. 6. Memristive connections under different bias conditions.

Fig. 6 shows effect of having a series diode with memristor
while performing a programming operation. The results indi-
cate that having a forward-biased series diode with memristor
causes the memristor to be programmed to a lower resistance
than when programmed with no series diode. This reduction
in resistance can be compensated for by increasing program-
ming time or voltage amplitude. This result indicates that it
is still possible to program memristive connections with series
resistance. A series reverse-biased diode causes no significant
change in the resistance of the memristor during programming,
effectively shielding it from the high voltage bias. This prop-
erty enables programming connections in opposite directions
possible, which is crucial in our proposed scheme.

IV. ANALYTICAL MODELING

A. Edge Detection

Edge detection provides physical information about object
boundaries in processed images and is a fundamental feature
extraction task in vision systems. An edge is located at the
transition points between two different intensity levels.

The memristive grid provides diffusion characteristics that
can be adjusted by controlling the resistances. These character-
istics combined together with bistable RTD biasing can be used
to implement various image processing tasks including edge de-
tection. When all the memristors are programmed to the same
resistance, the grid shows symmetric diffusion properties that
can be applied to detect edges or contours of an input image.

An edge exists whenever a low input is neighbored by a high
input, since an edge is defined where the discontinuity between
the input voltages occur.

A simplified analysis on 1-D connection (see Fig. 7) is carried
out to show that this structure can be used for edge detection.
In the figure, In,m is the input voltage level, Cn,m is the center
node voltage level, and On,m is the output voltage level for the
nth node.

Fig. 7. Proposed circuitry in 1D case.

We assume that there is an edge between inputs In,m and
In+1,m . Thus, In,m and input before it are high and In+1,m and
inputs after it are low (0 V for this analysis purposes).

We start our analysis by applying Kirchoff’s Current law to
nodes Cn,m and Cn+1,m to obtain the node voltages. Initially,
the effects of the nearest neighborhood are ignored

In,m − Cn,m

r
=

Cn,m − Cn+1,m

M
+

Cn,m

RRTD1
(8)

where r is the input resistance, M is the resistance of the mem-
ristor, RRTD1 is the effective resistance of center node RTD,
and Cn , m

RRT D 1
indicates current through RTD. The current branch

through the diode to the output nodes is also ignored, since the
diode current is order of magnitude less until the center node
voltage reaches the switching threshold at the output node. When
the RTD current equation is inserted, the equation becomes

(
I(n,m ) − C(n,m )

)
r

=

(
C(n,m ) − C(n+1,m )

)
M

+
(qm ∗ kTΓ)

(4π2�3)
ln

⎛
⎝

(
1 + e

(EF −Er +n1 q Cn , m /2)
kT

)
(
1 + e

(EF −Er +n1 q Cn , m /2)
kT

)
⎞
⎠

∗
(π

2
+ arctan

) (
(Er − n1qCn,m /2)

Γ/2

)

+ H
(
en2 qCn , m /kT − 1

)
. (9)

Similarly, at node Cn+1,m :

Cn,m − Cn+1,m

M
=

Cn+1,m

r
+

Cn+1,m

RRTD2
(10)

Cn,m − Cn+1,m

M
=

Cn+1,m

r

+
(qm ∗ kTΓ)

(4π2�3)
ln

⎛
⎝

(
1 + e

EF −Er +n1 q Cn + 1 , m /2
kT

)
(
1 + e

EF −Er +n1 q Cn + 1 , m /2
kT

)
⎞
⎠

∗
(π

2
+ arctan

) (
Er − n1qCn+1,m /2

Γ/2

)

+ H
(
en2 qCn , m /kT − 1

)
. (11)
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RRTD2 is the effective resistance of output node RTD.
Equations (8) and (9) can be evaluated numerically to obtain
the intermediate node voltages Cn,m and Cn+1,m . Designing
what these voltages will be is essential to obtain edge detection
functionality. When there is an edge, the center node voltage
Cn,m should rise to disturb the detection node RTD.

Parameters should be picked such that

Cn,m > Vthreshold when In,m = Vhigh

Cn+1,m < Vthreshold when In+1,m = Vlow (0 V)

Vthreshold = Vd + VRTD

where Vd is the diode threshold, and VRTD is the switching
threshold of the RTD. In this way, the output On,m will switch
to high stable point, indicating there is an edge and On+1,m will
remain at low stable point.

If the effects of the nearing neigbors are considered, one can
see that since In+2,m is also low, the actual voltage on the node
Cn+1,m will be lower than the above calculated value, hence
not violating the condition Cn+1,m < Vthreshold , but instead
further helping to meet it. Similarly, In+1,m helps node Cn,m

to be higher than Vthreshold .
In 2-D case, the state equation of the diffusion circuitry can

be obtained as

In,m − Cn,m

r
+

Cn−1,m − Cn,m

M
+

Cn,m−1 − Cn,m

M

+
Cn+1,m − Cn,m

M
+

Cn,m+1 − Cn,m

M
− IRTD = c

dsn,m

dt

(12)

where

IRTD =
Cn,m

RRTD
(13)

and c is the parasitic capacitance of the RTD. Assuming RTD
has a finite resistance, replacing (12) in (11)

In,m = Cn,m =
(

1 +
4r

M
+

r

RRTD

)
− r

M
(Cn−1,m

+Cn,m−1 + Cn+1,m + Cn,m+1) + rc
dCn,m

dt
. (14)

Taking Fourier transform, the transfer function is

H (fm , fn , ft) =
S (fm , fn , ft)
E (fm , fn , ft)

=
1(

1 + 4r
M + r

RRT D

)
− 2r

M (cos (2πfm ) + cos (2πfn )) + rc2πift

.

(14)

As the RTD I−V curve indicates, it acts as a positive variable
resistor, indicating that the real part of the denominator of the
transfer function is always positive.

B. Line Detection

Introducing anisotropy in the vertical and horizontal direc-
tions in the memristive grid allows the implementation of line

detection. In order to detect lines, the center node voltages
should be made a weaker function of the neighboring cells’
center node voltages in one direction and a stronger function in
the other.

For example, high resistance in the vertical, and low resis-
tance in the horizontal direction limits the effects of the neigh-
boring cells in the vertical direction and enables diffusion in the
horizontal direction, which means the detection of lines in the
horizontal direction.

Low resistance in the vertical and high resistance in the hor-
izontal direction limits the effects of the neighboring cells in
the horizontal direction and enables diffusion in the vertical
direction, which means the detection of vertical lines.

In this case, the diffusion network state equation becomes

In,m = Cn,m

(
1 +

2r

Mhigh
+

2r

Mlow
+

r

RRTD

)

− r

Mhigh
(Cn−1,m + Cn+1,m )

− r

Mlow
(Cn,m−1 + Cn,m+1) + rc

dCn,m

dt
(16)

where Mhigh is the resistance of the memristor when pro-
grammed to high, and Mlow is the resistance of the memristor
when programmed to low. The state equation is symmetrical for
vertical and horizontal line detection cases.

V. SIMULATION RESULTS

Simulation results verifying various diffusion configurations
and demonstrating edge detection and line detection operations
are presented in this section. Simulations are carried out on a 64
× 64 array. RTDs based on device characteristics shown in Fig. 1
as well as the memristor model from [7] are used. Simulations
are carried out with nominal parameters to provide proof of
concept. However, studies carried out in [12] show that resistive
grid-based architectures are variation tolerant and can operate
with nonoptimal values. Therefore, our proposed architecture
is expected to be variation tolerant. For example, for the edge
detection case, this tolerance depends on how much margin is
left between the designed high/low voltages and the threshold.

The proposed memristive grid can support the different diffu-
sion characteristics mentioned above. These characteristics are
important in many image processing applications. Anisotropic
diffusion can be used for edge extraction applications [5],
anisotropic symmetrical diffusion characteristics can be used
for line detection, and anisotropic asymmetrical diffusion char-
acteristics can be used for motion detection [3].

Fig. 8 shows diffusion characteristics that can be realized
in our proposed architecture. When all the memristors are
programmed to the same resistance, isotropic diffusion [see
Fig. 8(b)] is obtained. When horizontal memristors are pro-
grammed to low and vertical ones are programmed to high
resistance, anisotropic symmetrical diffusion in horizontal di-
rection [see Fig. 8(c)] is obtained. When the resistances of the
horizontal and vertical memristors are programmed reverse with
respect to the previous case, anisotropic symmetrical diffusion
in vertical direction [see Fig. 8(d)] is achieved. Finally, when all
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Fig. 8. Various diffusion characteristics that can be implemented in proposed
architecture. (a) Input. (b) Isotropic Diffusion. (c) Anisotropic symmetrical dif-
fusion in horizontal direction. (d) Anisotropic symmetrical diffusion in vertical
direction. (e) Anisotropic asymmetrical diffusion.

Fig. 9. (a) Edge detection sample input with irregular edges (b) Output result.

resistances are programmed to different resistances, anisotropic
asymmetrical diffusion [see Fig. 8(e)] is achieved. These char-
acteristics or combinations of them can be utilized to perform
various vision tasks.

A. Edge Detection

Edge detection simulations are carried out on two types of
input images: first, with irregular edges and intermediate pixel
intensity values around the edges shown in Fig. 9; second, with
regular edges and maximum pixel intensity difference around
the edges shown in Fig. 10.

In edge detection mode, the proposed architecture is initiated
with high and low input values corresponding to black and white
pixels with scaled voltages in between corresponding to shades
of gray. When the first input type shown in Fig. 9(a) is applied
to the array, the edge pattern shown in Fig. 9(b) is observed
at the On,m nodes of the architecture. In Fig. 9(b), black lines
correspond to high RTD voltage level and white lines correspond
to low RTD voltage level on On,m nodes.

The results of the above simulation suggest that edges are
extracted with relative accuracy. In the regions with thicknesses
of a few pixels or where the borders include shades of gray, dis-
continuities or jumps in the border lines are observed. However,
the quality of the results can be improved by fine tuning grid
resistance as well as RTD design parameters.

Fig. 10. (a) Edge detection sample 2 with regular edges (b) Output at 2.5 ns
(c) Output at 100 ns.

The second set of sample filtering is provided in Fig. 10(a)–
(c). The second type of image contains a circle with large con-
tinuous areas of the same color pixels. In this image, there is
no region with several pixels thickness (except the outer line
due to finite number of pixels available to represent a circle).
The architecture is able to clearly outline the edges without any
discontinuities.

Although the speed of operation can be tuned by scaling the
current capabilities of the active devices, the above simulation
shows that the results obtained after 2.5 ns into the operation
are almost exactly the same as the results obtained after 100 ns.

Simulations on memristors using the model provided in [7]
indicated that a read pulse of 100 ns duration and 2-V ampli-
tude does not change the resistance of the memristor detectably,
and a write process to the memristor usually takes in the range
of a few seconds depending on the resistance to be encoded.
Therefore, the architecture can perform the tuned operation re-
peatedly without detectably altering the tuning, thus minimizing
(effectively eliminating) the need for a refresh operation.

The effect of component mismatch is more significant in input
resistors (i.e., vertical resistors) compared to grid resistors (i.e.,
horizontal resistors) [12]. A set of simulation results are listed
in Fig. 11(a)–(f), showing how the variation in input resistance
changes edge detection results. Simulation results indicate that
edges are detected less accurately when the input resistance
deviates from the optimum value obtained through simulations.
Exact resistance values depend on various circuit and device
parameters such as voltage levels used, RTD and diode current
characteristics. Therefore, the resistance variation is presented
in percentages. Edge detection quality directly depends on the
variation of the input resistance mainly due to two factors. The
first factor is that input resistance changes the spatial frequency
tuning of the architecture making it less sensitive to edges. The
second factor is that large input resistances cause input voltage
drops, thus putting the architecture off the operating region.
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Fig. 11. Edge detection results with input resistance variation. (a) 50% re-
sistance. (b) 75% resistance. (c) 100% resistance (nominal case). (d) 500%
resistance. (e) 1000% resistance. (f) 2000% resistance.

Fig. 12. (a) Line detection sample input. (b) Horizontal line detection.
(c) Vertical line detection.

B. Line Detection

Fig. 12 shows line detection results. The plotted results are
obtained 500 ns after system initialization.

When the image in Fig. 9(a) is considered, if we assume
the black pixels represent the high voltages and white pixels
represent the low voltages, the diffusion from high voltages
to low voltages will result in the low voltages increasing and
stabilizing at the higher voltage level. The results presented in
Fig. 12 are inverted to clearly show the detected lines.

VI. CONCLUSION

An analog grid-based architecture incorporating memristor
connections for programmability and RTDs for signal detection
and latching is revealed. The architecture can be programmed
to perform various image processing tasks. A method to change
the resistive state of the memristors in an array configuration is
also provided and demonstrated through circuit simulations.

Analytical models characterizing edge detection and line de-
tection configurations are discussed and simulation results are

provided to verify functionality. The simulation data establish
that the proposed architectural configuration incorporating pro-
grammable analog resistive elements can be reused to perform
a wide gamut of image processing functions at extremely high
speeds.
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